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Figure 1: Our texture marching approach allows to interactively control an expansion grammar over any parametrized surface (a/b). On-
mesh paintings can be used to easily specify additional constraints (b). White pixels and black arrows in (c) show the marching performed
for result (b), red border representing the indirection pixels. In case the destination pixel is in background (d-1), we march back (black pixels)
until finding the appropriate indirection pixel (green pixel, d-2), that redirect to the next chart (d-3).

Procedural representations are powerful to create highly detailed
objects through amplification rules. Moreover, recent GPU-based
approaches [Marvie et al. 2012] reach interactivity for massive
scene generation. However, such fast generation methods do not
consider environment contexts for controlling procedural objects.
In counterpart, growth on shapes methods [Li et al. 2011] are re-
stricted to CPU implementations, leading to limited performances.

We propose an approach, based on GPU Shape Grammars [Marvie
et al. 2012], to interactively control grammar growths on the GPU
using external contexts (Figure 1(a)). Our work uses textures as
GPU-suitable representation encoding external contexts, and adds
a texture accessor to the grammar for constraining any shape gram-
mar rule with any external context. In addition, we introduce a
texture marching method to follow the underlying surface during
the grammar development. For instance, with our system one could
paint restricted growth areas on the mesh, and the grammar will
adapt itself to the new environment (Figure 1(b)).

Dynamic on-mesh control
Our marching algorithm is based on multi-chart geometry images
encoding the surface contexts. In order to perform expansion on
such surfaces, we add indirection pointers at chart borders [Lefeb-
vre and Hoppe 2006], linking neighbor pixels of adjacent charts
in the 3D space. Starting from a seed sampled on the mesh, the
marching begins at the associated texture coordinates. Then, for
a given direction, we fetch the destination pixel and generates a
successor element between the current and destination vertices. In-
direction pointers are then used to jump from one chart to another
(Figure 1(c)), while reaching a background pixel is described in
Figure 1(d). Moreover, to minimize the 3D direction distortions at
indirection, we choose the indirection pixel in an arbitrary neigh-
borhood for which the 3D direction is the closest compared to a
base direction. In addition, as the charts may have different orien-
tations, a rotation is applied to the marching direction according to
estimated source and destination chart tangents.

Figure 2: Each geometry element is reduced to its two endpoints
(a30/a03, b30/b03). Two additional temporary points are sampled
on each segment (a′

12/a′
21, b′21/b′12), and projected on the tangent

plane defined by the normal N at its nearest endpoint (a12/b21 for
a03 ≡ b30). G1 continuity is ensured by choosing the normal N in
the plane defined by the adjacent endpoints (a30, a03 ≡ b30, b03).

In case geometry shapes are assigned to successor elements issued
from the marching, a smooth interpolation should be performed to
avoid discontinuities. To this end, we compute a smoothly varying
deformation field based on point-normal interpolation through cu-
bic Bezier curves (Figure 2). This requires a depth-first traversal of
the grammar to evaluate all the marching points first. Finally, ge-
ometry shapes are instantiated in parallel and smooth deformations
are achieved by interpolating a local frame along the Bezier curves.

Results
Our method is implemented on an nVidia GeForce GTX 580. The
texture marching approach allows an interactive control of grammar
developments, while our generic constraints increase the grammar
expressiveness. Thanks to this solution one can paint procedural
models, comprising 250K terminal rules and 5.71M triangles (Fig-
ure 1(a)), at interactive frame rates. While our current algorithm
permits growths on pre-generated meshes, a future work will be
to investigate marching on procedural objects generated on-the-fly.
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